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Richard 111’s 6 tytylle & righi’
THE  ARTICLE of  this  title by Anne Sutton  in the June  Ricardian  (pp.2—7),has
raised much  interest and comment. Dr Charles Ross of  Bristol University
has  written  to  suggest  that the  explanation  for Richard’s‘ almost  unkingly .
desire  to  explain  himself’ (p. 7) 1n denying the rumour that he .had  poisoned
Aime Nevill 1n  order  to marry his niece, lies 1n the  statement  in the  Croyland
Chronicle that if he did not deny it he would lose the  support  of his followers
in the North (H. T. Riley, editor, Ingulph’s  Chronicle  of the  Abbey of Croyland,
London, 1893, p.499).

Another  letter  has  been  received from'Professor Charles Wood of Dart-
mouth  College, Hanover, New Hampshire. After expressing his interest and
appreciation of the article, Professor  Wood  continues:

‘  Miss  Sutton’s  ultimate conclusions strike me as in the main quite sensible
and well supported by the evidence.  Because, however, she and  I  appear  to
have  disagreed on some aspects of the road to  those  conclusions, readers of
The  Ricardian  may find it useful to  know some  of the thinking that  lay behind
those  of my conclusions she questions.

‘ With  regard to the  proper  tense to be assigned to the sentence in the
Calais letter of 28th June, 1483, regarding despatch of the bill of  pgtition,
Miss Sutton  may well be right. What struck me was simply that if it  were
sent, it does not survive, and, moreover, that not one of the  chroniclers'
versions of Richard’s claim m June  agrees  with the petition as it is reported
in the act of succession of the following January. My attempt  to  unravel
that  discrepancy depended  on analysis of the  chronicles,vnot  on any significance
that should (or should not) be attached to the fact that no  Calais  copy of the
petition  has  come  down to us.

‘ In any event, whether my reconstruction be right or wrong, the claim
to the title as the chroniclers variously report  it for June  1483  was close
enough  in its various  aspects  to what was actually presented in January 1484
to  prevent outrage  over  a  changed story. Mancini’s proxy marriage  enough
resembles the precontract (except for its having taken  place  on the continent)
to  have  been accepted as fundamentally the  same  story, especially in an age in
which the distortions  caused  by oral transmission were widely recognised.
Indeed, I would argle  that  the  same  is true even with regard to the story of  '
the  duchess  of  York’s  adultery insofar as  those  who heard, in January 1484,
that  the petitioners had  ‘  more certayn  knowlage  of  [Richard’s] Byrth and
Filiation  ’ than  of Edward  IV’s  would have doubtless  assumed  that this was
no  more than  a  diplomatic  and discreet version of the original  charge.

‘  In concluding that the account  found  in the  Croyland  Chronicle was
based on the act of succession rather  than  on the actual  events, I did not  mean  .
thereby to ‘  attack ’  its  author, as Miss  Sutton  assumes.  Among mediaevalists
the use of documents by chroniclers is usually taken as  a  promising trait in
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terms of reliability, and  I  so regard it in Croyland. My point  was simply that
this  account  may not tell us anything about June 1483, though for reasons
that are entirely commendable, not  meretricious.

‘ Lastly, concerning the long delay that intervened between  26th  June and
the  actual opening of parliament 1n January, I quite  agree that  Buckingham’ s
rebellion  led to  postponement, as  did, one assumes, the imminence of Christmas
and the  need  to  ensure  that the new  king had full control of the situation and
of the realm. I assumed, however, that  if Richard had wished to call a
parliament, especially to confirm his  title, he would have  done  so  before
November, though  admittedly the requirements of an agricultural society
would  have posed  serious  problems  if he had tried for a date  much before
early to mid-October.  That  reasoning, when combined with the language of
the act itself, led me to my conclusion that Richard may initially have wished
to avoid  this  sort of  confirmation.

‘  In conclusion, though, I would  stress that, whatever the  historical  truth
may have  been, the  legal  truth was precisely as parliament proclaimed it in
January 1484. That  fact explains the  background  to Miss  Sutton’s  discovery,
the presentation to the Ironmongers, for, even  if the  ‘  tytylle and right  .  .  .
ther  plublyschid and shewid  ’  were in fact the same ones set forth in the course
of the previous June, they became  legally true, ‘  as of  record,’ only some
seven  months later, when parliament found them true. And in so ‘  quietyng
mens myndes,’ including possibly the  sovereign’s, parliament succeeds in
bringing together  both  Miss  Sutton’s  story and  mine.’

Finally, we have  a  footnote to the article by Miss Sutton  herself, as
follows:  ‘  Confirmation of the idea  that  there was  a  concerted  attempt  to make
known  by what title Richard III claimed the throne in April  1484 comes
from Sir Thomas More. He tells us  that  Friar  Penketh, the Provincial of the
Augustine Friars, preached on  this subject  at Easter  1484  at St Mary’s Hospi-
tal  (Thomas  More, Complete  Works, Vol. 2, History of King Richard  III,
edited by R. S.  Sylvester, London, 1963, p.58).  The Priory or  Hospital  of
St _Mary without  Bishopsgate, otherwise called St Mary Spital, had  a pulpit
in its churchyard similar to the one in St Paul’s churchyard, and from the
fourteenth century it had become the custom to preach  special sermons there
on the  Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday following Easter, which continued
the theme of the sermons commenced at  Paul’s  Cross on  Good  Friday (Easter
Sunday 1484  was  18th  April). By 1419  it was customary for the  Mayor,
sherifl's and alderman in their livery, and  a  great gathering of citizens to attend
these sermons, and from at least  1441  it was usual for the Mayor and alderman
to  nominate  the  preachers  (Corporation of London Records  Oflioe, Historical
Notes  on the  Spital  Sermon, compiled by P. E. Jones, Research  Paper 1.19).’
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